
1  Hip abduction with elastic

Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10
Attach an elastic to a secure object and to your
ankle.
Keeping your knee straight, raise the leg out
without turning your foot out.
Return to the starting position and keep your
hips levelled and pelvis solid.

2  Supine clamshell with band

Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10
Lie on the floor with your knees bent and feet
flat on the floor.
Open your knees slowly as much as you can and
bring them back together at the same speed.

3  Bridge with mini band

Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10
Lie on your back with your knees bent and feet
hip-width apart parallel. Place an elastic around
your lower thighs.
Push through your heels without lifting the toes
to lift your pelvis up so your body forms a
straight line from your shoulders to your knees.
At the top, keep your abs and buttocks engaged
then lower slowly.
Your knees should stay aligned with your toes
through the movement.

4  Hip extension w/ elastic

Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10
Attach an elastic to a secure object at the ankle
level.
Loop it around your ankle and stand facing
toward the elastic.
Tighten your deep abdominals and squeeze the
buttocks.
Extend your leg backward, keeping your knee
straight.
Return to the starting position.
Keep your hips leveled and pelvis solid.
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Hip Arthritis - Strengthening Exercises with Elastic Bands
Notes :
These are great exercises to keep your muscles around the hip strong. These muscles help stabilize your legs and body during standing 
and walking. These exercises are ideal for individuals with hip arthritis or who want to help prevent any hip issues from occurring. 
They focus on hip extension and hip abduction exercises, both often are weakened with patients who have hip arthritis.

The Physio Store website does not provide medical or physiotherapy advice of any kind. All content on The Physio Store website, 
including text, images, video, graphics, documents and other information, whether provided by The Physio Store or by its staff (under 
"Ask physio"), does not constitute medical advice of any kind and is not intended to be, and should not be, used to diagnose or identify 
treatment for a medical condition and may not be relied upon by you as medical or health care advice. You are always advised to seek 
the advice of a physician and/or qualified physiotherapist or another health practitioner in your area BEFORE taking any action, 
ordering or starting to use any product or exercises from The Physio Store website. The Physio Store is not responsible or liable for any 
failure to follow the foregoing advice.
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5  Clamshell with band

Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10
Lie on your side with a band around your
thighs, just above your knees.
Your hips should be flexed slightly and your
head supported.
Keep your feet together and open the top knee
to externally rotate the hip.

6  Hip extension with elastic

Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10
Lie on your back with your leg completely bent
and place an elastic under your foot.
Firmly hold both ends of the elastic in each
hand.
Push on the elastic with your leg by
straightening your leg and foot completely.
Return to the initial position and repeat.
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1  Hip abduction with elastic
Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10

2  Supine clamshell with band
Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10

3  Bridge with mini band
Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10

4  Hip extension w/ elastic
Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10

5  Clamshell with band
Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10

6  Hip extension with elastic
Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10
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Hip Arthritis - Strengthening Exercises with Elastic Bands
These are great exercises to keep your muscles around the hip strong. These muscles help stabilize your legs and body during standing and walking. These exercises are ideal for 
individuals with hip arthritis or who want to help prevent any hip issues from occurring. They focus on hip extension and hip abduction exercises, both often are weakened with 
patients who have hip arthritis.

The Physio Store website does not provide medical or physiotherapy advice of any kind. All content on The Physio Store website, including text, images, video, graphics, 
documents and other information, whether provided by The Physio Store or by its staff (under "Ask physio"), does not constitute medical advice of any kind and is not intended to 
be, and should not be, used to diagnose or identify treatment for a medical condition and may not be relied upon by you as medical or health care advice. You are always advised to 
seek the advice of a physician and/or qualified physiotherapist or another health practitioner in your area BEFORE taking any action, ordering or starting to use any product or 
exercises from The Physio Store website. The Physio Store is not responsible or liable for any failure to follow the foregoing advice.
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